
International Summer School for PhD-students „Global and World History in 
France and in Francophone Africa”, 1-10 September 2014 

Convenors: Michel Espagne, Labex TransferS “Cultural Transfers, Translations, Interfaces”; 
Matthias Middell, Global and European Studies Institute, Universität Leipzig;  funded by the 
French-German-University; supported by the German Historical Institute, Paris and the 
European Network in Universal and Global History  

Venue: German Historical Institute Paris, Hôtel Duret-de-Chevry, 8 rue du Parc-Royal 
F-75003 Paris, and Ecole Normale Supérieure Paris, 45, rue d’Ulm, F-75005 Paris 

 

New research fields live from the interest of younger scholars and prosper not the least due to 
research from doctoral students entering the new intellectual terrain. That is also the case for 
global and world historical studies that have developed rapidly over the last years. While the 
Anglophone research trends are visible, partly even dominating, this is less the case for 
approaches and topics chosen at other places. In view of that the summer school seeks to give 
space to current works in a) France and Francophone Africa, b) based on French-speaking 
sources, and c) dealing with the outside relations and larger contexts of France in its different 
geographical scopes.  

The overall aim of the summer school is to confront participants with a broad overview on 
current empirical research and theoretical and methodological approaches in the fast growing 
field of global history, especially dealing with encounters, circulations and conflicts. 

The summer school is organized in close relationship with the 4th European congress in World 
and global history. Under the theme “Encounters, Circulations and Conflicts” the ENIUGH 
congress seeks to: 

- challenge the problematic opposition of centres and peripheries, which is still influential in 
historical research, 

- analyse the multitude of places and centres from where history is written and the plurality of 
the languages in which historical artefacts are conveyed, 

- stimulate a discussion on the meaning and relevance of relations, comparisons, transfers, and 
entanglements between states, peoples, communities, and individuals in a ‘long durée’ 
perspective 

- address the destructive effects of international and global connectivity, given the centenary of 
the beginning of the First World War, 

- and to integrate the historical interactions between man and environment, including cultural 
and economic processes as well as the various aspects of material and social life. 

Many contributions of the congress will focus especially on the problem of centres and 
peripheries. Another aspect which is given increasing attention in transnational and world 
historical research concerns the place of the world of state socialism in the global processes of 
the 20th century, including the connections to the so called Third World. The same is the case 
for constellations of war and conflict, which are widely commemorated this year, on the 
occasion the outbreak of World War I one hundred years ago. 



Already at its last congresses the European Network in Universal and Global History was 
eager to offer younger scholars the opportunity to present their research and to give them 
access to the congresses, which offer a program of several hundred papers by scholars from 
around the world. The summer school will be closely linked to this-year’s congress.   

From this arises the unique opportunity to participate both in sessions where PhD-students from 
all parts of the world present their ongoing research to the peers from their generation and in 
panels of the congress. Prominent French, African, German and North American scholars will 
lecture on recent development in the field of world and global history with a special emphasis 
on what is going on in the realm of the French speaking academia – so far in the shadow of a 
seemingly dominance of their English speaking colleagues in the field. 

This summer school for PhD students is a joint initiative by a French and a German institution 
with a long standing tradition in the field of transnational and global history. It is supported by 
the German Historical Institute in Paris, where most of the sessions will be held. It profits from 
funding by the French-German University, in bi-national body supporting collaborative 
academic teaching and research.  

Thanks to the generous funding by the French-German University, there is the possibility to 
support both travel and accommodation for up to 25 participants. Selection criteria will be: 
originality of the research to be presented and gender balance. Additionally the selection 
committee, consisting of scholars from France, Cameroon, Senegal, and Germany, will secure 
that the group of participants represents the various countries and continents to make it indeed 
a global summer school. 

The language of presentations will be mainly English but presentations in French or German 
are possible as well.  

Participants are expected to present a paper of 6-8000 words length as the basis for 
discussion with the whole group. 

Deadline for applications: 15 May 2014 

They should contain: 

• a CV 
• a letter from the supervisor confirming the state of the dissertation 
• a summary/exposé of the dissertation (3000 words) 
• a summary of your planned paper of 300 words 

Please send your application to 

Dr Martina Keilbach 
Universität Leipzig 
Emil-Fuchs-Str 1 
04105 Leipzig 
Email: keilbach@uni-leipzig.de 
 


